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Abstract

This thesis demonstrates two new device concepts that are based on the
tunneling and giant magnetoresistance effects. The first is a semiconductor-
free asymmetric magnetic double tunnel junction that is shown to work as
a diode, while at the same time exhibiting a record high magnetoresistance.
It is experimentally verified that a diode effect, with a rectification ratio
of at least 100, can be obtained in this type of system, and that a negative
magnetoresistance of nearly 4000% can be measured at low temperature.
The large magnetoresistance is attributed to spin resonant tunneling, where
the parallel and antiparallel orientation of the magnetic moments shifts the
energy levels in the middle electrode, thereby changing their alignment with
the conduction band in the outer electrodes. This resonant tunneling can be
useful when scaling down magnetic random access memory; eliminating the
need to use external diodes or transistors in series with each bit.

The second device concept is a thermally controlled spin-switch; a novel
way to control the free-layer switching and magnetoresistance in spin-valves.
By exchange coupling two ferromagnetic films through a weakly ferromagnetic
Ni-Cu alloy, the coupling is controlled by changes in temperature. At room
temperature, the alloy is weakly ferromagnetic and the two films are exchange
coupled through the alloy. At a temperature higher than the Curie point, the
alloy is paramagnetic and the two strongly ferromagnetic films decouple.
Using this technique, the read out signal from a giant magnetoresistance
element is controlled using both external heating and internal Joule heating.
No degradation of device performance upon thermal cycling is observed.
The change in temperature for a full free-layer reversal is shown to be 35
degrees Celsius for the present Ni-Cu alloy. It is predicted that this type of
switching theoretically can lead to high frequency oscillations in current,
voltage, and temperature, where the frequency is controlled by an external
inductor or capacitor. This can prove to be useful for applications such as
voltage controlled oscillators in, for example, frequency synthesizers and
function generators. Several ways to optimize the thermally controlled spin
switch are discussed and conceptually demonstrated with experiments.
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